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ABSTRACT Cancer cells collectively form a large-scale structure for their growth. In this article, we report that HeLa cells,
epithelial-like human cervical cancer cells, aggressively migrate on Matrigel and form a large-scale structure in a cell-density-
dependent manner. To explain the experimental results, we develop a simple model in which cells interact and migrate using
the two fundamentally different types of force, remote and contact forces, and show how cells form a large-scale structure.
We demonstrate that the simple model reproduces experimental observations, suggesting that the remote and contact forces
considered in this work play a major role in large-scale structure formation of HeLa cells. This article provides important evidence
that cancer cells form a large-scale structure and develops an understanding into the poorly understood mechanisms of their
structure formation.
SIGNIFICANCE Recent experimental studies show increasing evidence that cancer cells form a large-scale structure,
specifically a vascular-like structure, allowing cancer cells to gain access to blood vessels and nutrient sources in a
cooperative manner (1–5). Little is known, however, about how cancer cells form such a structure. In this article, we provide
important empirical evidence of large-scale structure formation of cancer cells. We also develop a simple deterministic
model to understand how cancer cells form a large-scale structure. The insights obtained from this work will contribute
future development of cancer research and medicine.
INTRODUCTION

How cells interact and form a large-scale structure is a long-
standing question in biology. Bacteria form biofilms and
obtain increased resistance to antimicrobial agents (6,7);
epithelial cells form monolayers and protect the tissues
that lie beneath from radiation, desiccation, toxins, invasion
by pathogens, and physical trauma (8); endothelial cells
form capillaries and convey blood between veins and ar-
teries (9,10); cancer cells form a vascular-like structure to
gain access to blood vessels and nutrient sources (4,5);
and acellular slime molds form a tubular network and
distribute nutrients within themselves (11). A key to under-
standing how cells interact and form a large-scale structure
is to identify major forces that act between cells and develop
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a simple model based on such forces that captures underly-
ing biochemical and biophysical details.

When cells form a large-scale structure, two fundamen-
tally different types of force play a role: remote and contact
forces. The remote force refers to the force that one cell ex-
erts on another at a distance, whereas the contact force is the
one that acts between two cells in physical contact. An
example of the remote force is the chemotactic force. Hu-
man umbilical vein endothelial cells have been proposed
to secrete vascular endothelial growth factors to create the
vascular endothelial growth factor gradient in their environ-
ment and attract other cells at a distance (9). Another
example of the remote force is the haptotactic force. Human
umbilical vein endothelial cells and human microvascular
endothelial cells directionally move on a surface of an
adhesive substrate, such as the extracellular matrix
(ECM), according to the adhesion gradient or the gradient
of surface-bound molecules (12,13). Yet another example
of the remote force is the mechanotactic force. Vascular
endothelial cells mechanically deform the ECM to change
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Epithelial Cell Structure Formation
the ECM rigidity and attract other cells at a distance
(14–18). Note that the term ‘‘remote force’’ reflects that a
cell exerts the force on another cell remotely from a distance
without making physical contact and that our model avoids
explicitly modeling an underlying physical mechanism that
induces the force—for instance, diffusive chemoattractants
in the chemotactic force. On the other hand, the contact
force is commonly observed with many cell types. It in-
cludes the force that is mediated through cadherin-depen-
dent cell-cell adhesion: cells use this attraction force,
adhere to each other, and collectively migrate (19,20). The
contact force also includes the attraction force that is medi-
ated through cellular bridges formed between cells: human
bronchial epithelial cells physically connect with each other
by forming bridges and migrate toward each other (21,22).

The purpose of this study is to understand large-scale
structure formation of HeLa cells (human cervical cancer
cells). We first report that HeLa cells, which are relatively
nonmotile on glass surfaces, aggressively move on Matrigel,
a gelatinous protein mixture resembling the extracellular
environment in tissues (23), and form a large-scale structure
in a cell-density-dependent manner. We then present a sim-
ple model of cell migration considering remote and contact
forces and show that our model can reproduce experimental
observations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

HeLa cells, originally derived from cervical cells taken from Henrietta

Lacks, were obtained from the Riken Cell Bank (Tsukuba, Japan).

HT1080 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection

(Manassas, Virginia). Cells were maintained in standard culture dishes in

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf

serum at 37�C under 5% CO2.
Preparation of samples

A layer of Matrigel (8–12 mg/mL; Falcon) was formed in 35-mm glass-bot-

tom dishes (Matsunami Glass, Kishiwada, Japan) for structure formation

experiments. 20 or 100 mL of Matrigel was added to a circular well of

14 mm in diameter in each dish to form either a thin layer or a thick layer

of Matrigel. Based on the information provided in the Matrigel manufac-

ture’s manual, thin and thick Matrigel layers are estimated to be 0.13 and

0.65 mm in thickness. The dishes were then incubated for 30 min at

37�C to allow the Matrigel to gel, and cells were plated on the Matrigel

and maintained under the same cell culture conditions as those described

above. The cell density was varied from 100 to 1100 cells/mm2. In control

experiments, Matrigel was not used.
Time-lapse imaging experiments

For time-lapse imaging, HEPES (final concentration, 20 mM, pH 7.3)

was added to the cell culture medium of the prepared samples to

avoid an increase in pH during experiments. A layer of mineral

oil was also overlaid on top of the medium to avoid evaporation of the

medium during experiments. The Olympus IX83 inverted microscope

with a 4� or 10� objective lens and the Olympus DP80 CCD camera
were used to collect phase-contrast images of cells every 30 s for up

to 24 h. Experiments were performed at 37�C in a temperature-controlled

room.
Cell migration analysis

Cell trajectories were obtained from time-lapse images for cell migration

analysis. Time in experiments was divided into four nonoverlapping

time segments of 0–5, 5–10, 10–15, and 15–20 h to examine the time-

variant migration behavior of cells. For each time segment, MTrackJ

(24) was used to obtain trajectories of M cells; cell i’s trajectory

ði¼ 1; 2;/;MÞ contains a series of its positions in two-dimensional

space observed at the time interval of Dt ¼ 10 min in each time segment

of 5 h.

For each time segment, we computed the mean-square displacement

(MSD), defined as

MSDðtÞ ¼ �jxiðt þ tÞ � xiðtÞ j 2
�
; (1)

where xiðtÞ is cell i’s position at time t, t is the time lag ðt ¼ Dt;2Dt;/Þ,
and the average h/i is taken over all cells and over all instances of time in

the 5-h time segment.

We also computed the temporal correlation function (TCF) and spatial

correlation function (SCF) of cell velocities. TCF is defined as

TCFðtÞ ¼ hviðtÞ , viðtþ tÞi; (2)

where viðtÞ ¼ ðxiðtþDtÞ�xiðtÞÞ=Dt is cell i’s velocity at time t,

t ð¼ 2Dt; 3Dt;/Þ is the time lag, and the average h/i is taken over all

cells and all time instances in the 5-h time segment. SCF is defined as

SCFðrÞ ¼ �
viðtÞ , vjðtÞ

�
; (3)

where the average h/i is taken over all pairs of cells (i and j) that are sepa-
rated by distance r and over all instances of time in the 5-h time segment.
Large-scale multicellular structure analysis

The large-scale structure of cells was quantified using the two-point corre-

lation function xðrÞ , which is defined below:

dNðrÞ ¼ 2prdrrð1þ xðrÞÞ; (4)

where dNðrÞ is the number of cells located between distance r and r þ dr

from a randomly chosen cell, and r is the average cell density. When a

set N of cells exists in a circular area of diameter 2R, r ¼ ðjN j=pR2Þ.
The two-point correlation function xðrÞ indicates the degree to which the

number of cells between distance r and r þ dr from a randomly chosen

cell differs from that of randomly distributed cells. When cells are

randomly distributed following a Poisson point process, xðrÞ ¼ 0;

when more cells are found between distance r and r þ dr than randomly

distributed cells, xðrÞ> 0; and when less cells are found between dis-

tance r and rþ dr, xðrÞ< 0. The two-point correlation function is

often used to characterize the spatial distribution of galaxies in the uni-

verse (25).
Cell migration model

To understand how HeLa cells form a large-scale structure using the remote

and contact forces, we develop a simple cell migration model that incorpo-

rates these forces. We consider a set N of cells in a two-dimensional circu-

lar space of radius R. For simplicity, the total number jN j of cells is

constant over time in our model.
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For cell i ˛N , we apply Newton’s second law, neglecting its inertial ef-

fects (26,27), and describe the governing equation as follows:

dxi
dt

¼ Frm
i þ Fcn

i ; (5)

where xi is cell i’s position at time t. Frm
i and Fcn

i represent the remote and

contact forces, respectively. Individual models of cell migration (28–33)

often use the Langevin equation and are stochastic with random motion,

whereas our model is deterministic and simpler than these models.

Here, we first obtain the expression for Frm
i . As explained earlier, exam-

ples of the remote force include chemotactic and mechanotactic forces.

These forces are mediated through a force field that cells create. In chemo-

taxis, a cell emits chemoattractants, creates a concentration gradient (i.e., a

force field) of the chemoattractants in its environment, and attracts other

cells at a distance. In mechanotaxis, a cell mechanically changes the

ECM rigidity, creates a gradient (i.e., a force field) of the ECM rigidity

in its environment, and attracts other cells at a distance.

Let cðrÞ denote the force field at distance r from the cell that created the

force field. In obtaining the expression for Frm
i , we assume that the rate of

change in cðrÞ is given by a linear diffusion equation in an isotropic and

homogeneous environment and that cðrÞ decays at a constant rate. We

further assume that cðrÞ reaches its equilibrium instantaneously because

cell movement in our experiments was significantly slower than the

propagation of the remote force or force-carrying particles, such as chemo-

attractants (34). Using these assumptions, we obtain the following expres-

sion of cðrÞ:

c rð Þf exp �r

l

� �
; (6)

where l ð>0Þ is the characteristic length of the exponential decay (35–37).

Under these assumptions, Frm
i is given as follows:

Frm
i ¼ a

X
j˛N ;jsi

exp

�
�
��xj � xi

��
l

�
xj � xi��xj � xi

�� ; (7)

where a is a positive constant and determines the strength of the remote

force that cell i receives from all other cells. The summation in Eq. 7 shows

that each and every cell, excluding cell i itself, pulls cell i to its direction

and contributes to Frm
i , which acts on cell i. Note that Eq. 7 represents an

exponentially decaying force that propagates in all directions; this expres-

sion is simple but general and not limited to the examples of the remote

force given earlier.

We next obtain the expression for Fcn
i . In obtaining the expression for F

cn
i ,

we assume the following. Two cells i and j make physical contact and form

cell-cell adhesion when they first comewithin the contact initiation distance

Lini to each other. Once cells make physical contact, they maintain the con-

tact while they move within the contact termination distance Lmax to each

other. When cell j is within the distance range of ½Lmin; Lmax� to cell i, where
Lminð<LiniÞ is the minimal cell-to-cell distance allowed, cell j pulls cell i to-

ward itself with the strength that is proportional to the distance to cell i.

When they move away from each other and become farther apart than

Lmaxð>LiniÞ, they lose their physical contact. By applying simple linear

elasticity, Fcn
i is given as follows:

Fcn
i ¼ b

X
j˛N i

max

���xj � xi
�� � Lmin

Lmax � Lmin

; 0

�
xj � xi��xj � xi

�� ; (8)

where b is a positive constant and determines the strength of the contact

force that cell i receives from all other cells with which cell i is in physical

contact. In Eq. 8,N i is a set of cells that maintain physical contact with cell
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i at time t, and maxð,Þ returns a nonzero (positive) value when the distance
from cell i to cell j˛N i is longer than Lmin.

We note that the contact force acts between two cells that are in physical

contact, including two cells that made physical contact in the past and

continue maintaining it; the contact force has a memory in this regard, un-

like cell-cell interaction forces in typical cell migration models (30–32), in

which the force is memory-less and acts between two cells based only on

their current distance.

The model based on Eq. 5 does not consider the cell size, and it allows

multiple cells to occupy the same position. This, however, was rarely

observed in our experiments. We therefore implemented a volume exclu-

sion effect (38,39) in the following manner. If there exists cell j

ðj˛N ; jsiÞ within Lmin from cell i, the right-hand side of Eq. 5 is replaced

with the volume exclusion effect Fex
i , given below:

Fex
i ¼ �g

X
j˛N ;jsi

max
Lmin �

��xj � xi
��

Lmin

; 0

� �
xj � xi��xj � xi

��; (9)

where g is a positive constant that determines the strength of the volume

exclusion effect on cell i from all other cells that are within Lmin to cell i.

In Eq. 9, maxð,Þ returns a nonzero (positive) value when the distance

from cell i to cell j ðj˛N ; jsiÞ is shorter than Lmin. The volume exclusion

effect Fex
i acts in the single-cell size scale ð� LminÞ and avoids multiple

cells from occupying the same position.
Numerical methods and parameter values

The governing equation (Eq. 5) was solved using the method described in

the Supporting Material. The volume exclusion effect was also calculated

when cells are located within a distance of Lmin from each other. Time

was discretized with an interval of Dt ¼ 0:1 min. To simulate a large num-

ber of cells with realistic computing time, we applied a cutoff distance (i.e.,

the maximal distance over which the remote force acts) and maintained Ver-

let lists to avoid computing distances for all possible cell pairs at every

simulation time step. These techniques are commonly used in molecular dy-

namics simulations (40) and are applicable to our model because the remote

force decays exponentially with distance and because its strength dimin-

ishes quickly in our model.

We used the following configurations and parameter values in simula-

tions unless otherwise noted. Cells moved in a circular area of 2R ¼ 8

mm in diameter or 2R ¼ 14 mm (the same area size with experiments).

The cell density r was set as r ¼ 600 cells/mm2, at which a network-like

structure was formed in experiments. Initial cell positions were determined

using a Poisson point process. The minimal cell-cell distance and contact

initiation distance were estimated based on experimental observations,

and they were Lmin ¼ 25 mm and Lini ¼ 50 mm. The coefficient a and char-

acteristic length l of the remote force and the coefficient b and contact

termination distance Lmax of the contact force were unknown and varied

in simulations. The coefficient of volume exclusion effect was set to allow

two overlapping cells to move to nonoverlapping positions in one simula-

tion time step (i.e., g ¼ Lmin=Dt).
RESULTS

HeLa cells increase motility on Matrigel

HeLa cells showed increased motility in the first 5 h of ex-
periments when cultured on Matrigel. In the control exper-
iments using a glass surface without Matrigel, cells stayed at
or near their initial positions (Fig. 1, A and B, glass) and
showed a relatively small (1400 mm2) MSD of their posi-
tions over 5 h (Fig. 1 C). When cultured on a thin Matrigel
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FIGURE 1 HeLa cell motility in the first 5 h of

experiments. (A) Phase-contrast images of cells

on a glass surface, a thin Matrigel layer, and a thick

Matrigel layer at 0–5 h after cells were seeded.

Approximately 700 cells were identified in each

experiment at 0 h. Scale bars, 200 mm. See Videos

S1, S2, and S3. (B) 5-h cell trajectories on a glass

surface ðM ¼ 71Þ, on a thin Matrigel layer ðM ¼
88Þ, and on a thick Matrigel layer ðM ¼ 71Þ. Scale
bars, 200 mm. From the cell trajectories, (C) mean-

square displacement (MSD), (D) temporal correla-

tion function (TCF) of cell velocities, and (E)

spatial correlation function (SCF) of cell velocities

were obtained. To see this figure in color, go on-

line.

Epithelial Cell Structure Formation
layer, HeLa cells slightly increased motility (Fig. 1, A and B,
gel (thin)) and showed a 1.4-fold increase to 2000 mm2 in
their 5-h MSD (Fig. 1 C). When cultured on a thick Matrigel
layer, HeLa cells significantly increased motility (Fig. 1, A
and B, gel (thick)); the 5-h MSD was 16,400 mm2

(Fig. 1 C), a magnitude larger than those on a glass surface
and a thin Matrigel layer.

HeLa cells maintained their moving direction for a longer
time period on a Matrigel layer than on a glass surface. On
both thin and thick Matrigel layers, the TCF of cell veloc-
ities gradually decreased over 5 h (50% decrease in
210 min on a thick Matrigel layer and in 170 min on a
thin Matrigel layer), whereas on a glass surface, it decreased
quickly (50% decrease in 40 min) (Fig. 1 D), showing that
cell movements on Matrigel are more persistent and that
those on a glass surface are more random. Furthermore,
HeLa cells on a thick Matrigel layer clearly exhibited col-
lective motion. As indicated by the SCF of cell velocities
(Fig. 1 E), cells on a thick Matrigel layer showed highly
correlated movement in a relatively large area (�1 mm),
whereas cells on a glass surface and on a thin Matrigel layer
showed little such movement.
HeLa cells on a thick Matrigel layer decrease
motility after becoming a part of a structure

HeLa cells on a thick Matrigel layer decreased motility in
5–20 h as the cells started aggregating and forming a
spatially distinct structure and becoming a part of the struc-
ture (Fig. 2, A and B). The MSD clearly decreased as time
Biophysical Journal 118, 1466–1478, March 24, 2020 1469
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FIGURE 2 HeLa cell motility on a thick Matri-

gel layer in 5–20 h of experiments. (A) Phase-

contrast images of cells at 8, 10, 15, and 20 h after

cells were seeded. Scale bar, 200 mm. See Video

S4. (B) Cell trajectories ðM¼ 53Þ in the three

time segments of 5–10, 10–15, and 15–20 h. Scale

bars, 200 mm. From the cell trajectories, (C) mean-

square displacement (MSD), (D) temporal correla-

tion function (TCF) of cell velocities, and (E)

spatial correlation function (SCF) of cell velocities

were obtained. These three metrics, obtained from

the 0- to 5-h time segment, are also shown for con-

venience. To see this figure in color, go online.
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progresses (Fig. 2 C). Cells also gradually lost the correla-
tion of velocities over time and over space as indicated by
the TCF (Fig. 2 D) and SCF (Fig. 2 E), respectively.
Although cells on a thick Matrigel layer decreased motility
in 5–20 h, they continued to move; the 5-h MSD from the
three time segments of 5–10, 10–15, and 15–20 h was
9600, 2600, and 2000 mm2, respectively. This observation
reflects the fact that cells in a structure on a thick Matrigel
layer continued to move within the structure and also that
the entire structure formed by cells underwent a gradual
change during this time period.
HeLa cells initially located close to each other
later form a bridge between cell aggregates

In time-lapse imaging experiments, we frequently observed
that cells initially located close to each other later formed a
bridge between cell aggregates. Time-lapse images in Fig. 3
A capture a representative case: two cells, 40 mm apart at
0 h, moved in opposite directions in 1 h; one of the two cells
(in the green circle) changed its moving direction and
started moving toward the other cell (in the cyan circle) at
2.5 h; these two cells finally positioned themselves next to
each other at 5 h, bridging the two cell aggregates, one at
the bottom-left and the other at the upper-right in the image.
The distance between the two cells reflects the movement of
the two cells (Fig. 3 B). A single cell in our experiments ex-
1470 Biophysical Journal 118, 1466–1478, March 24, 2020
tends up to 400 mm to form a bridge and plays a pivotal role
in determining the characteristics of the local structure that
cells form (Fig. 3 C).
HeLa cells form a large-scale structure in a cell-
density-dependent manner

HeLa cells on a thick Matrigel layer started forming a large-
scale structure within a half day of cell culture. This struc-
ture formation progressed in a cell-density-dependent
manner (Fig. 4 A). HeLa cells, randomly seeded on a thick
Matrigel layer, developed a sparsely distributed structure
(referred to as ‘‘islands’’ hereafter) at a low cell density of
200 cells/mm2 (N ¼ 3), a vascular-like structure (referred
to as a ‘‘network-like’’ structure hereafter) at an intermediate
cell density of 600 cells/mm2 (N ¼ 3), and a large single
cluster (referred to as a ‘‘continent’’ hereafter) at a high
cell density of 1100 cells/mm2 (N ¼ 2). Additional experi-
ments using HT1080 cells or malignant mesenchymal tumor
cells showed that they also formed the three types of struc-
ture in a cell-density-dependent manner (see Fig. S1), indi-
cating that the cell-density-dependent structure formation is
not only specific to HeLa cells but also common to other
types of cancer cell. HeLa cells maintained their structure
for at least 1 day (most often for 2–3 days), unlike typical
in vitro angiogenesis assays using vascular endothelial cells,
in which cells induce apoptosis in 24 h and start losing their
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FIGURE 3 Cellular bridge formation. (A) Two

cells (in green and cyan circles) that were 40 mm

apart at 0 h moved away from each other in 1 h.

The cell in the green circle changed its moving di-

rection and started moving toward the cell in the

cyan circle at 2.5 h. The two cells formed a bridge

between two cell aggregates at 5 h. Scale bar,

100 mm. See Video S5. (B) The distance between

the two cells in (A) versus time. (C) Multiple

cellular bridges were observed at 18 h. Scale bar,

200 mm. To see this figure in color, go online.
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structure (41). Over this long time period, the structure of
HeLa cells changed gradually. When a network-like struc-
ture was formed, some voids or empty spaces decreased in
size and disappeared, whereas other voids increased in
size as time progressed (Fig. 4 A, network-like).

We analyzed using the two-point correlation function x of
cell positions the large-scale structures that HeLa cells
formed. Note that x can exhibit a negative value at some dis-
tances. This occurs when the number of cells that exist at
such distances is less than that of randomly distributed cells
at these distances, indicating that such distances are within
voids or emptier spaces (than surrounding spaces). Note
also that x can exhibit a local minimum at some distances.
A C

B

The distance at which x exhibits a local minimum also indi-
cates the length scale of how far cell aggregates are sepa-
rated from each other. We obtained x at 0, 8, 14, 24, and
36 h for the islands, the network-like structure, and the
continent that cells formed (Fig. 4 B). When the islands
were formed, x exhibits a local minimum at 370 mm at
24 h and 270 mm at 36 h, respectively, indicating the forma-
tion of cell aggregates at these lengths. When the network-
like structure was formed, x exhibited a local minimum at
690 mm at 24 h and 800 mm at 36 h, indicating that larger
aggregates are formed in the network-like structure than
in the islands and that the size of aggregates in the
network-like structure increased with time. Also, the local
FIGURE 4 Cell-density-dependent structure

formation when HeLa cells were plated on a thick

Matrigel layer. (A) Phase-contrast images of the

Matrigel area of 14 mm in diameter. Images were

taken at 0, 8, 14, 24, and 36 h after cells were

plated. Initial cell densities were 200, 600, and

1100 cells/mm2. Scale bar, 5 mm. (B) Analysis

of the large-scale structures that HeLa cells formed

on a thick Matrigel layer. The dynamics of the two-

point correlation function x obtained from the

experimental results in (A) are shown. Arrows

point to local minima in x. (C) The fraction of cells

in the largest cluster at 24 h. Plots represent the

experimental results. The dotted curve is obtained

by fitting the experimental results to the Hill func-

tion. To see this figure in color, go online.
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minimum of the network-like structure is not as small as that
of the islands, suggesting that aggregates in the network-like
structure became interconnected to form a larger structure.
When the continent was formed, x remained small for all
distances, whereas it decreases gradually with distance
(Fig. 4 B, right), indicating that cells formed a single large
aggregate that spans over a long distance (i.e., a continent).
Values of x also stayed relatively similar at different time in-
stances (Fig. 4 B, right), indicating that cells formed a conti-
nent at early hours and that the formed continent stayed
relatively stable without going through significant changes
in its structure.

As the cell density increased, the structure that HeLa
cells formed underwent a transition from islands to a
network-like structure (Fig. 4 C). This transition occurs
at a critical cell density rc. To determine rc, we conducted
experiments with different initial cell densities and
computed the fraction of cells forming the largest cluster
at 24 h for each cell density. A cluster is a group of con-
nected cells, and two cells are considered connected
when their separation distance is smaller than 50 mm. We
A

B

C

D
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used the Hill function in the form of ðrq =ðrq þ rqcÞÞ,
where q is the Hill coefficient and r is the cell density,
to fit the experimental results (dotted line in Fig. 4 C)
and obtained q ¼ 4:0 and rc ¼ 498 cells/mm2.
Roles of remote and contact forces in large-scale
multicellular structure formation

A key to understanding how cells interact and form a large-
scale structure is to identify major forces that act between
cells and develop a simple model based on such forces. In
this work, we considered two types of force: remote and
contact forces. The remote force attracts cells at a distance
toward each other. This force exponentially decreases with
the distance between cells (as seen in Eq. 7). The contact
force attracts cells in physical contact toward each other.
This force linearly increases with the distance between cells
that are in physical contact (as seen in Eq. 8). Fig. 5 A shows
the remote and contact forces that a cell receives from
another cell as a function of their separation distance,
respectively.
FIGURE 5 Simulation results. (A) The remote

and contact forces that a cell receives from another

cell as a function of cell-cell distance. The vertical

axis is in logarithmic scale. a ¼ 0:25 mm/min,

l ¼ 40 or 80 mm, b ¼ 5 mm/min, and Lmax ¼ 75

or 200 mm. These values are used in (B)–(D) unless

otherwise noted. (B–D) Evolution of the structure

that cells formed and two-point correlation func-

tion x of the formed structure when only the remote

force was enabled, when only the contact force was

enabled, and when both forces were enabled

ðða;bÞ¼ ð0:25; 5Þ or ð1:5; 5ÞÞ, respectively. Scale
bars, 2 mm. In (B)–(D) left, cells are drawn as a

circle of Lmin ¼ 25 mm in diameter. The simulated

area of 2R ¼ 8 mm in diameter is shown. In

(B)–(D) center and right, the solid (black) line rep-

resents x ¼ 0. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Using simulations, we examined how cells use the remote
and contact forces to form a large-scale structure. We
considered the following three cases. In the first case, we
enabled the remote force and disabled the contact force.
In the second case, we disabled the remote force and
enabled the contact force. In the third case, we enabled
both forces.

In the first case, in which only the remote force was
enabled, a and l in Eq. 7 are the key parameters; a repre-
sents the strength of the remote force and determines how
quickly cells move and form a structure (i.e., the timescale
of the structure), and l is the characteristic length of the
remote force and determines the spatial characteristics of
the structure that cells form (i.e., the spatial scale of the
structure), provided that the volume exclusion effect in
Eq. 9 is negligibly small and only effective in a small dis-
tance range. In this first case, we set a ¼ 0:25 mm/min,
such that cells form a relatively stable structure within
24 h to match the timescale of the structure formation
observed in experiments, whereas we varied the value of l
to examine the spatial characteristics of the structure.
When l ¼ 40 mm, cells first formed small aggregates, and
such small aggregates further aggregated and formed larger
aggregates and edges (i.e., multiple small aggregates
aligned side by side) (Fig. 5 B, left). This process repeated
to form a number of disconnected islands at 24 h. When l

increased to 80 mm, cells formed larger aggregates at 1
and 6 h and eventually a coarser island structure at 24 h
than when l ¼ 40 mm (Fig. 5 B, left). The two-point corre-
lation function x clearly captures the formation of cell ag-
gregates of different sizes between when l ¼ 40 (Fig. 5 B,
center) and when l ¼ 80 (Fig. 5 B, right); at 24 h, x exhibits
a local minimum at 230 mm when l ¼ 40 mm and at 400 mm
when l ¼ 80 mm, showing that at these distances, a smaller
number of cells exist than when cells are randomly distrib-
uted and that voids or emptier spaces are formed at around
these distances. These results show that, when l becomes
larger or when the remote force travels farther, cells form
a coarser structure.

In the second case, in which only the contact force was
enabled, b and Lmax in Eq. 8 are the key parameters; simi-
larly to a in the first case, b represents the strength of the
contact force and determines the timescale of the structure,
and Lmax is the contact termination distance and determines
the spatial scale of the structure. In this second case, we set
b ¼ 5 mm/min, such that cells form a relatively stable struc-
ture within 24 h, whereas we varied the value of Lmax to
examine the spatial characteristics of the structure. When
Lmax ¼ 75 mm, cells first formed small aggregates and nar-
row edges (Fig. 5 C, left), and such small aggregates and
narrow edges further developed to become interconnected.
This process resulted in a large-scale structure at 24 h con-
sisting of substructures that are complex in shape (e.g.,
irregular and asymmetric shapes combining multiple voids
and multiple needle-like narrow edges within aggregates)
(Fig. 5 C, left). This large-scale structure is spatially distinct
from the disconnected islands in the first case. This structure
reflects the characteristics of the contact force; it decreases
as the cells move closer to each other, allowing cells to
remain distributed; it also travels only through cell-cell con-
tact, allowing cells to form needle-like narrow edges. When
Lmax increased to 200 mm, cells formed smaller aggregates
and narrower edges at 1 and 6 h than when Lmax ¼ 75

(Fig. 5 C, left). We note that this seemingly counterintuitive
behavior is due to how we varied the parameters in simula-
tions; we kept b constant and varied Lmax. The contact force
at a given cell-cell distance, thus, became weaker and aggre-
gated cells at a slower speed when Lmax is larger (Fig. 5 A).
As a result, the contact force with larger Lmax requires more
time to form aggregates and, when observed before suffi-
cient time passes in simulations, forms smaller cell aggre-
gates than with smaller Lmax. The two-point correlation
function x exhibits a local minimum at 270 mm at 24 h,
when Lmax ¼ 75 mm (Fig. 5 C, center), clearly indicating
the formation of voids at around this distance. On the con-
trary, when Lmax ¼ 200 mm, x gradually decreases with dis-
tance (Fig. 5 C, right) and does not exhibit an apparent local
minimum at 24 h, indicating that most cells and cell aggre-
gates are not completely isolated from each other. These
results show that, when Lmax becomes larger or when the
contact force travels farther, cells form a finer and less
coarse structure.

In the third case, we enabled both remote and contact
forces. In this case, we first set a ¼ 0:25 mm/min and
l ¼ 40 mm (same as those in the first case) and b ¼ 5

mm/min and Lmax ¼ 200 mm (same as those in the second
case). In this case (Fig. 5 D, left, a=b ¼ 0:05), cells formed
a structure with characteristics that are between those
observed in the first case with l ¼ 40 (Fig. 5 B, left) and
the second case with Lmax ¼ 200 (Fig. 5 C, left); cell aggre-
gates were more connected to each other and more complex
in shape than in the first case (l ¼ 40) and less connected to
each other and simpler in shape than in the second case
ðLmax ¼ 200Þ. The two-point correlation function clearly
captures this characteristic of the structure (Fig. 5 D, cen-
ter); the distance at which x takes a local minimum at
24 h in this third case lies between the distances at which
x takes minima in the first and second cases. When the
remote force increased its strength from a ¼ 0:25 to 1.5
mm/min while keeping b ¼ 5 mm/min (Fig. 5 D, left,
a=b ¼ 0:3), cells formed at 24 h a structure that consists
of larger substructures than those with a=b ¼ 0:05. This
demonstrates that, when the remote force is stronger, it at-
tracts cells at a faster speed, and cell aggregates grow in
size faster. The two-point correlation function x captures
this characteristic of the structure. When a=b ¼ 0:3, x at
24 h exhibits a smaller local minimum at long distances
(for instance, at the distance of 1.25 mm) than when
a=b ¼ 0:05 (Fig. 5 D, center and right), indicating that
larger cell aggregates are formed with a=b ¼ 0:3 than
Biophysical Journal 118, 1466–1478, March 24, 2020 1473
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with a=b ¼ 0:05. These results show how the ratio of a=b
controls the distribution of cells within the structure formed.
Roles of remote and contact forces in the
determination of the critical cell density

We examined through simulations the roles of remote and
contact forces in determining the critical cell density rc.
As observed in experiments (Fig. 4), different initial cell
densities result in cells forming different types of large-scale
structure (islands, a network-like structure, and a continent).
As with the critical cell density in experiments, we define rc
as the initial cell density at which the resulting structure of
cells transits from a group of disconnected cell aggregates
(i.e., islands) to a connected structure of all cells (i.e., either
a network-like structure or a continent). We considered the
three cases (remote force only, contact force only, and both
forces enabled) as in the previous simulations and varied the
initial cell density r from 200 to 1000 cells/mm2. By
comparing the structure that cells formed at 24 h in simula-
tions (Fig. 6 A), we found that, in all three cases, the critical
cell density rc exists, and the structure of cells changes from
islands to a connected structure of all cells around rc. The
value of rc differs in the three cases (Fig. 6 B): rc ¼ 820

cells/mm2 when only the remote force is enabled, rc ¼
570 cells/mm2 when only the contact force is enabled, and
rc ¼ 630 cells/mm2 when both forces are enabled. This re-
flects the different characteristics of the two forces. The
remote force allows nearby cells to quickly aggregate and
form isolated islands, requiring a higher cell density to
form a fully connected structure, whereas the contact force
allows cells to remain distributed and form a connected
structure at a lower cell density. Note that the values of rc
depend on key parameters of the remote and contact forces,
such as l, Lmax, and a=b, reflecting the characteristics of the
two forces (see Fig. S2). Note further that, in addition to the
critical cell density, the critical value also exists for key pa-
rameters of the remote and contact forces, such as l, Lmax,
and a=b (see Fig. S3). At the critical value of these param-
eters, the fraction of the cells in the largest cluster becomes
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0.5, and the structure of cells transits to a different type of
structure at the critical value of such parameters.
Reproducing the cellular bridge formation
process

We observed through time-lapse imaging that cells initially
located close to each other played a key role in forming a
bridge between cell aggregates (Fig. 3). We speculate that
this is because a cell made physical contact with some
nearby cells in early phases of the structure formation,
maintained some such physical contacts while it moved,
and became interconnected cell aggregates. Fig. 7 A repro-
duces through simulations the experimental observation
made in Fig. 3 A. At 0 h, cells in Fig. 7 A were distributed
according to the experimentally observed cell distribution
in Fig. 3 A. The green and cyan cells were initially within
the contact initiation distance and thus formed a physical
contact. At 1 h, the two cells moved in the opposite direc-
tion. This opposite movement of the two cells is because
the sum of the remote force and the contact force that
the green cell receives and that the cyan cell receives
were pointing to the opposite directions. As the two cells
moved to the opposite direction, the ‘‘link’’ between the
cells stretched, implying that these cells elongated. The
link between the two cells then bridged the two cell aggre-
gates, one at the bottom-left and the other at the upper-right
in the image.

The experimental results in Fig. 3 A show that the green
cell changed its moving direction and started moving toward
the cyan cell at 2.5 h. We speculate that this sudden reversal
of cell movement occurred because the green cell lost its
physical contacts with some nearby cells or the cell moved
preferentially toward the cyan cell through the contact with
the cyan cell. In simulations, at 2.5 h, we artificially disabled
all physical contacts that the green cell maintained, except
for one with the cyan cell. The green cell then moved toward
the cyan cell at 2.5 h because of the contact force it received
from the cyan cell. At 5 h, the green cell moved close to the
cyan cell, as observed in Fig. 3 A, bridging the two cell
800 1000
ells/mm2)

FIGURE 6 Impact of the cell density. (A) Struc-

tures formed at 24 h at cell densities of 400, 600,

800, and 1000 cells/mm2 when the remote force

is enabled (a ¼ 0:25 mm/min and l ¼ 40 mm),

when the contact force is enabled (b ¼ 5 mm/min

and Lmax ¼ 200 mm), and when both forces are

enabled (a ¼ 0:25 mm/min, b ¼ 5 mm/min,

l ¼ 40 mm, and Lmax ¼ 200 mm). Simulated area

of 2R ¼ 8 mm in diameter is shown. Scale bar,

2 mm. (B) The fractions of cells in the largest clus-

ter in the three cases in (A). Symbols represent

simulation results. Dotted curves are obtained by

fitting the simulation results to the Hill function.

To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 7 (A) Cellular bridge formation in sim-

ulations. White circles represent cells, and links

between circles represent physical contacts be-

tween cells. Green and cyan circles correspond to

the two cells observed in Fig. 3 A. The red arrow

at a position represents the remote force generated

by all cells for the position in the simulated area.

The yellow arrow at a cell represents the contact

force that the cell receives from all cells with

which the cell is in physical contact. Each arrow

points to the direction of the force, and the length

of the arrow indicates the strength of the force.

Scale bar, 100 mm. See Video S6. (B) The distance

between the green and cyan cells versus time. The

following parameter values were used in simula-

tions: Lmin ¼ 25 mm, a ¼ 0:45 mm/min, l ¼ 49

mm, b ¼ 10 mm/min, and Lmax ¼ 200 mm. Default

values were used for other parameters. To see this

figure in color, go online.
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aggregates. The distance between the green and cyan cells in
simulations well reproduces that in experiments (Fig. 3 B).
Reproducing the large-scale multicellular
structure formation process

We examined whether our simple model reproduces the
large-scale multicellular structures observed in experiments.
We obtained the initial cell positions from the experiments
at 0 h (Fig. 4 A) and used them in simulations. Simulation
results (Fig. 8 A) showed that cells form the three types of
structure in a cell-density-dependent manner, as we
observed in experiments (Fig. 4 A): the islands at a low
cell density, the network-like structure at an intermediate
cell density, and the continent at a high cell density. The
two-point correlation function x confirmed that the struc-
tures formed in simulations (Fig. 8 B) have similar charac-
teristics as those found in experiments (Fig. 4 B).

The simulation results showed that the large-scale multi-
cellular structure significantly depends on the initial cell dis-
tribution or the fluctuations in the initial cell distribution
(see Fig. S4). When the nonrandom initial cell distribution
from experiments was used in simulations, cells formed a
network-like structure consisting of both isolated aggregates
and interconnected aggregates of different shapes and sizes
(Fig. S4 A, experiment); some are small and isolated, like
those seen in the island structure, and some are very large
and connected smaller aggregates similarly to those that
comprise the continent structure. Fluctuations in the initial
cell distribution served as seeds for cells to form these
diverse aggregates of different shapes and sizes. These
diverse aggregates of different shapes and sizes that cells
formed in a network-like structure in simulations resemble
those in the network-like structure that HeLa cells formed
in experiments (Fig. 4 A, network-like).

We also examined through simulations how a large-scale
multicellular structure changes over an extended period of
time. Simulation results showed that, over one to four simu-
lated days, the network-like structure gradually changes its
structure and becomes coarser, while some edges become
wider, some aggregates and voids become larger, and
some (small) voids disappear (Fig. 8 C). These changes
observed in simulations are consistent with the experimental
observations (Fig. 4 A, network-like) that the network-like
structure changed gradually.
DISCUSSION

In this work, we observed that HeLa cells move aggressively
on Matrigel and that HeLa cell motility depends on the Ma-
trigel thickness. The increased motility of HeLa cells could
have arisen from their reduced adhesion to the Matrigel
surface, as cell motility and cell adhesion to the surface
are in general inversely correlated (29). In addition to the
reduced adhesion to the surface, additional factors could
have contributed to increased cell motility because the 5-h
MSD of HeLa cells on a thick Matrigel layer was a magni-
tude larger than that on a thin Matrigel layer, and HeLa cells
on a thick Matrigel layer coordinated their movement at the
length scale of up to �1 mm, whereas cells on a thin Matri-
gel layer exhibited no coordinated motion at that length
scale. We speculate that HeLa cells interact with Matrigel,
generate a remote force that propagates over the Matrigel,
and coordinate their movements with other cells at distance.
We further speculate that the Matrigel thickness determines
the strength of remote force and the distance over which the
remote force travels over the Matrigel.

We also observed through time-lapse imaging that HeLa
cells that were initially located close to each other later
formed a bridge and connected two cell aggregates. This
is consistent with epithelial bridges reported in (21,22), in
which human bronchial epithelial cells formed bridges hun-
dreds of microns long and facilitated cell migration between
the bridged cell clusters. We speculate that some HeLa cells
Biophysical Journal 118, 1466–1478, March 24, 2020 1475
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FIGURE 8 Simulation results reproduce the

spatiotemporal structures of cells observed in ex-

periments (Fig. 4 A). (A) The structures of cells in

simulations at 0, 8, 14, 24, and 36 h. a ¼ 0:25

mm/min, l ¼ 80 mm, b ¼ 5 mm/min, and

Lmax ¼ 200 mm. The initial cell distribution and

the cell density of approximately r ¼ 200, 600,

and 1100 cells/mm2 are from the experiments.

The simulated area of 2R ¼ 14 mm in diameter is

shown. Scale bar, 5 mm. See Videos S7–S9. (B)

The two-point correlation function x obtained

from simulations at 0, 8, 14, 24, and 36 h. (C)

Long-term behavior of a multicellular structure

formed in simulations. The simulation in (A)

(network-like) was run over a time period of

4 days. A part of the simulated area was shown.

Scale bars, 1 mm. To see this figure in color, go on-

line.
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made physical contacts with other nearby HeLa cells in
early phases of our experiments, maintained their physical
contact while moving independently, and at a later time,
formed a bridge. This suggests that the contact force con-
tributes to the formation of cellular bridges and, conse-
quently, to the formation of a large-scale multicellular
structure.

In our experiments, HeLa cells formed a network-like
structure on a thick Matrigel layer in a cell-density-depen-
dent manner. The process through which HeLa cells formed
a network-like structure resembles, for the most part, that of
typical in vitro angiogenesis assays using vascular endothe-
lial cells; cells attach to the matrix surface in 1 h and migrate
toward each other over the next 2–4 h; they then form capil-
lary-like cellular bridges, which mature by 6–16 h; after
24 h, cells undergo apoptosis, and bridges detach from the
matrix and break apart (9,41,42). We, however, note that
1476 Biophysical Journal 118, 1466–1478, March 24, 2020
HeLa cells formed more stable structures and maintained
their structures for a longer time period of 2–3 days and
that they gradually developed wider cellular bridges than
vascular endothelial cells. These differences demonstrate
the intrinsic nature of HeLa cells to form an epithelial sheet.

We presented a simple model to understand through sim-
ulations how HeLa cells form a large-scale structure. The
model considers two types of cell-cell attraction force that
we observed through experiments: the remote force, which
is exerted by one cell on another at a distance, and the
contact force, which acts between two cells in physical con-
tact. The remote force represents chemotactic (9,34,43),
haptotactic (12,29), and mechanotactic forces (14–18),
whereas the contact force represents cadherin-dependent
cell-cell attraction force (19,20) and epithelial bridges
(21,22). Our model is deterministic and includes the mini-
mal number of parameters, representing the simplest among
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the vascular-like structure formation models known in the
literature (9,14,16,30,34,43,44).

Simulations using the simple model verified various
observations made in experiments. The model reproduces
the cellular bridge observed in the experiment formation
process, predicts the existence of critical parameter values,
and reproduces statistical characteristics (i.e., two-point
correlation function of cell positions) of the experimentally
observed structures of HeLa cells. We also note that the
model accounts for the material of the substrate (i.e., a
thin Matrigel layer or a glass surface) to reproduce cell
motility observed in early phases of experiments (see
Fig. S5 and its accompanying text).

Simulation results suggest that the remote and contact
forces in the simple model are dominant factors and deter-
mine the large-scale structure of HeLa cells observed in
experiments. Simulation results also suggest that other fac-
tors contributing to the formation of a large-scale multicel-
lular structure may be expressed in the form of either the
remote force, the contact force, or the combination of
both. Experiments should verify these findings obtained
through simulations and quantify how the remote and con-
tact forces help cells form a large-scale multicellular struc-
ture. For instance, one may experimentally identify the
underlying physical mechanisms that induce the remote
force and/or the contact force, vary key parameters of
such mechanisms, examine whether the critical cell density
shifts in a manner predicted by simulations, and quantify the
degree to which the remote and contact forces contribute to
forming a large-scale structure. Such experiments await
future research.

It is desirable to experimentally identify the underlining
physical mechanisms that induce the remote and contact
forces and to extend our model to include details of the
identified underlying mechanisms. A promising direction
is to experimentally investigate whether the Matrigel
and the deformation that moving cells create on the Matri-
gel are among the underlying physical mechanisms of the
remote force. We frequently observed in experiments that
Matrigel deforms as cells move and that such deformation
is sometimes permanent (data not shown). In addition,
cells constantly secrete and degrade ECM proteins to
participate in ECM remodeling (45). When experiments
verify that the Matrigel and its deformation are among
the underlying physical mechanisms of the remote force,
our model can be extended to describe the dynamics of
Matrigel and the effect of the Matrigel on cell motion
(15,36,44,46).

Our experimental and simulation results provide impor-
tant implications for cancer cell biology. We demonstrated
how key parameters such as the initial cell density and force
parameters affect the fraction of cells that belongs to the
largest cluster. This suggests that, by manipulating these pa-
rameters, one can prevent cancer cells from forming a
network-like structure or vasculogenic mimicry (1–5).
This is important because cancer cells form vasculogenic
mimicry to gain access to blood vessels and nutrient sources
cooperatively to sustain their life.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Supporting Material can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.
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